DATE :- 17-8-2020

Class – III
TEST- MATHS

DAY :-MONDAY

SUBJECT- ENGLISH
To see the video please follow the link :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xoyqTGQr30

SUBJECT-SCIENCE
To see the video please follow the link :https://youtu.be/aaOEKP2dJbA

LESSON - 2

– After an accident, the first help that an injured person
gets is called first aid
If we get injured
In school At home -

Inform the teachers
Inform the parents

– A box that has a collection of all those items that
can provide immediate medical treatment
If a wound or cut is small
Firstly wash it with water.
Then clean it with antiseptic lotion.
Then tie a Bandage
When we get a Burn
Immediately put burnt area under cold water or apply ice
It will reduce Pain and swelling

Assignment
Q1. Name two things that are kept in a first aid Box.
Q2. Whom should we inform first if our friend gets injured in school?
Q3. What is First aid?
Q4. Why is it important to Keep the First aid Box at home and in the
class?
Q5. Complete Activity - To make a First aid Box in Activity File

SUBJECT-SST
To see the video please follow the link :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1k_e3AW0y4

ANSWER KEY OF COMPUTER
SOLUTION OF Assignment - 1
Ch. - 3(tux paint)

Note: - Do the following Blanks in your book
(Page no – 31)
Q1. Fill in the blanks
1. Tux paint has a drawing __Mascot_____that helps us to know about Tux Paint.
2. The most commonly used free hand drawing too is the ___Paint__ tool.
3. Tux paint saves every file in the form of a ___Thumbnail .

Note: - Do the following questions in your

rough notebook

Q2. Write any four features of Tux Paint.
Ans.1. Tux Paint is a free software.
2. Tux Paint has a drawing mascot, which helps you to know more about it.
3. A large variety of tools help the children to create beautiful designs.
4. Funny sound effects are played when we select any tool.
Q3. Write the steps to start Tux Paint.
Ans. Select the Start> All Programs > Tux Paint > Tux Paint (Windowed)

